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777 - File with no description--just listen and accept My words. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $30.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Session Length: 45 minutes

My first file with NO description---just listen and accept My words.

777- Agony & Ecstasy---No DETAILS---just listen---Be SURPRISED---maybe even SHOCKED.

Intoxicating, strong TRANCE, and SURPRISING effects to your brain and emotions.

you have given Me control to do what I want. Silly boy...

Reviews

Wednesday, 07 April 2021 

This is the first file of Dominas to make me cry. Its amazing how much control she had during this session. It caused so many emotions
to run wild. Domina showed me just how much i need Her in my life. Showing me how it is impossible for me to ever leave Her. How
emotionally devastating that would be. If you want to know how much you have come to love Domina, buy this and listen to it.

Slippery 
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Monday, 07 August 2017 

This was intense! No other file ever had such a strong emotional impact on me. It's very powerful, a lesson, maybe also a test... it
showed me, how strong the bond between Domina and me has become and how much i need Her in my live!

Achim Vannahme 

Sunday, 05 February 2017 

Domina Shell has the power to implant any feeling into my head and my heart! Very intense emotional roller coaster! I needed 15 min on
my knees with the my Mantra “I belong to Domina Shelle, I will never ever leave her!” and 3 sessions with my favorite recordings to
recover. Now i feel closer to Domina than ever before and more determined to serve HER forever.

nadette  

Sunday, 24 January 2016 

As Domina made a big issue not to tell what the file is about i won't spoil anything. Well maybe one thing Domina will play with Your
emotions on an extreme level. i never experienced something that before. Clearly She made another masterpiece file here and as my
emotions are going back to normal i am glad that i've listened to it.

sissy slave andrea 

Friday, 11 July 2014 

This file is unbelievable and sparks a flame. I've never heard such things from Shelle. She is the only person able to do this kind of
emotional overload... I love it...

Hypno Trancer 

Tuesday, 01 July 2014 

I'm by no means an emotional one but this file brought feelings up to the surface I knew I have, but never felt them that strong and
eminent. This file leaves me stunned. WOW!

Martin S 

Monday, 30 June 2014 

This file is something different from anything you have seen. Starting with the concept of it, and the content itself will catch you off guard.
It is a very touching and impactful experience that will change your perspective on Domina Shelle in many ways. You will be touched by
this new experience you a way you never dreamed to feel this coming from a hypnotic experience. Surely this a file that you won't want
to miss it.

Latex Slave 

Friday, 20 June 2014 

Domina Shelle directed me to listen to this file, knowing i would be on a long trip. It saved me. Domina keeps you whole.

robert mann 

Friday, 20 June 2014 

If you are reading this review, chances are you have some curiosity as to what this file contains. Really, have you ever purchased a file
with no idea what it was about? It could be about anything. See, that is what is so brilliant. Some of the best trances I have ever
experienced were ones that were spontaneous. Sessions where I have no idea where I am going. It's exciting. Like a hypnotic rolla
rcoaster you never know which way this session is going to turn. The fact that this file contains no description is the very reason you
should trust Domina Shelle and BUY THIS FILE! I can tell you for a fact if you have listened to many of Domina Shelle's previous work,
the training here will fit right in. Rest assured, I will not reveal or spoil anything for you in this review. I can tell you that you will
experience the highest emotional high and the lowest emotional low you have ever felt during a trance. Ecstasy and Agony. Yin and
Yang. With Domina Shelle you will always feel ecstasy, How can you not, serving such a Domina? But there can be agony attached as
well. When you serve Domina Shelle with all of your soul, you leave yourself open to feel some low moments. Domina Shelle exposes all
of your emotions so she can build you up to be an even better slave for her.

Thursday, 19 June 2014 
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This is a very touching and impactful experience that changed my perspective on Domina Shelle in many ways. It coming as a surprise
makes it more powerful than if it hadn’t, so giving in to trance is rewarded back in an extra special way.

M Cooper 

Monday, 16 June 2014 

This was one blissful and emotional file. I don't to spoil anything but it will make you feel much you adore our Princess. I love you
Domina Shelle. I truly do.

Alessandro Lepore 

Sunday, 15 June 2014 

I can't begin to describe how hot the concept of Domina playing with my mind is, how hot it feels to submit to her words with no idea
what she is going to do. This file was too special and too personal an experience to share, but the experience was so amazing, the
trance so deep, the effect so extreme. I love all of my Domina's work, I love the control she has over me and I love this new form of
submission she is offering. I trust her with my mind, I will do anything she wants and I love that she has made me feel this way.

dileas 

Sunday, 15 June 2014 

A very powerful file. A very deep trance prepares you for Domina to provide a lasting effect.

Fajo 

Saturday, 14 June 2014 

This deliciously wonderful, deeply hypnotic and entrancing file is my absolute dream come true, and vision of heaven. Subtlely powerful
and deceptive.

Lee Parks 

Saturday, 14 June 2014 

I think I cannot give away too much wihout ruining the surprise. The only thing I must say, you will be moved, you will be touched by this
file, more that you have been touched emotionnally before. This file is a must and can only change you for the best. I love Domina
Shelle.

Marc-Andre Poirier 
More reviews 
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